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Abstract: Application of ultra-wideband signals and large apertures makes it possible to

obtain a sufficiently detailed radar image of a spatially distributed object at the processing

unit output. But the problem of optimal classification of synthetic aperture radar (SAR)

data remains relevant due to specific features of radar images. The paper describes solution

of the synthesis problem for optimal SAR image classification algorithm. The optimal set of

very informative and small dimension features is found and features based on the moments of

SAR images are proposed. A comparative analysis of classification algorithms using various

features is made, and the ratio is proposed, which can be used as the classification sign that

is invariant to object shift and to specific distortions caused by the object rotation.
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1. Introduction

Application of ultra-wideband signals and large apertures makes it possible to
obtain a sufficiently detailed radar image of the spatially distributed object at
the processing unit output [1]-[4]. One of the main tasks for developers of such
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images processing unit is development of the efficient classification algorithms
of radar image in the presence of distortions. Such distortions are simulated by
limited resolving power of receiving aperture, fluctuations of observable signal,
and interferences. At the same time, it is essential to choose a feature vector
combining high information content with its rather small size. Such a vector
can be built on the basis of sufficient statistics or radar image moments [1]. The
second part of the mentioned problem includes finding the efficient and simple
solution rules.

2. Classification Algorithm

The field made by reflected signal in the aperture of receiving antenna can be
presented in the next form:

U̇A(t, r) =

∫

Qk

α̇(t, r, q)σk(q)f(t, r, q)dq + ṅ(t, r), (1)

where r and q are position vector of the receiving aperture and position vec-
tor of the observable object correspondingly; α̇(t, r, q) is the weight function
depending on characteristics of receiving aperture and geometric ratio that as-
sociate object coordinate and aperture, σ2

k(q) is the source image of the k-class
object, i.e. the distribution of signal power reflected by object according to
its coordinates within the Qk spatial region; f(t, r, q) is the random fluctuation
field determining multiplicative distortions σ2

k(q) of the information field; ṅ(t, r)
is the Gaussian field of additive interference.

If the number of resolution elements on the object surface is rather large,
the observable field (1) is considered to be Gaussian. In this case, the statistics
corresponded with the k-class observation can be written in the next form:

λk =

∫∫

T

∫∫

L

UA(t1, r1)UA(t2, r2)Wk(t1, t2, r1, r2)dt1dt2dr1dr2, (2)

where T and L are the observation time and spatial region taken by antenna
system respectively; Wk(t1, t2, r1, r2) is the weight function of processing corre-
sponded with the k-class of recognizable ones.

Equation (2) implies that mathematical mean of field (1) is equal to zero.
This limitation is not essential because the information parameter of considered
task has the specific density of fluctuation of the average power σ2

k(q). Further-
more, two assumptions are introduced, that are usually hold in practice. Ob-
servation time and sizes of antenna system considerably exceed correlation time
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and interval of spatial correlation of the received signal. Signals from separate
elements of spatially distributed object are statistically independent.

At the same time, the weight function of processing can be calculated from
the integral inversion equation by the Fourier method [1] and equation for the
k-component of sufficient statistic vector will have the next form:

λk =

∫

Qk

σ2
k(q)

1 + σ2
k(q)

z(q)dq, (3)

where

z(q) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫

T

∫

L

UA(t, r)α̇(t, r, q)dtdr

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(4)

is spatially distributed object on the radar image.

The next method of feature vector formation is based on calculation of the
moments various degrees of z(q) function [2]; and the central moment p1+p2+
. . .+ pn is determined by the formula:

µp1,p2,...,pn =

∫

Q

(q1 − q10)
p1(q2 − q20)

p2 . . . (qn − qn0)
pnz(q)dq, (5)

where qi0 =
∫

Q

qiz(q)dq/
∫

Q

z(q)dq.

The article compares several parametric and non-parametric methods of
solution. The first method assumes that the attribute vector has multidimen-
sional regular distribution with the mathematical means and covariance matri-
ces estimated on the grade level. The first solution is found with the minimum

function: ĩ = mini{(∆ − M̃i)
t ˜∑−1

i (∆ − M̃i)} + ln( ˜
∑

i), where ĩ is the number
estimation of object class; ∆ = {λ1, λ2, . . . , λn} is the attribute vector; M̃i is
the estimation vector of the average means for the i-class objects; ˜∑

i is the
covariance matrix estimation of the attribute vector for the i-class.

The second solution was received by simplification based on assumption
of separate components independence of attribute vector. Moreover, there are
shown the results of comparison with the nonparametric rule –K-nearest neigh-
bors method [1] (method 3).

The basic statistical data used for algorithm investigation are received by
modeling the 2D radar images that are relevant to signal field at the processing
unit output in the side-looking station with synthetic aperture [2]. The observ-
able object is simulated with separate blind targets and diffusive component.
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Recognizable classes differ in location of glitter points. There are 3 classes.
Vectors are used as signs: sufficient statistics λ = {λ1, λ2, λ3}, and moments
µ1 = {µ20, µ00, µ02} and µ2 = {µ30, µ20, µ00, µ02, µ03}. Probability of cor-
rect detection according to three described solution rules for each vector are
distributed in the way, shown in Table 1.

Sign Solution rule
Method 1 Method 2 Method 3

λ1 0.98 0.80 0.94

µ1 0.76 0.58 0.65

µ2 0.60 0.50 0.54

Table 1: Solution rules

The received results show under detection of a small number of classes
(typical situation for radar image) that sufficient statistic vector provides higher
probability of correct classification than moment vector of the same or a little
bigger size. Solution supposing the statistical independence of signs (method
2) appreciably gives poor result against rules, which take into account their
dependence (methods 1 and 3).

Sufficient statistic vector considerably depends on supposed distribution of
specific backscatter over observable target surface. The usage of this vector does
not allow one to compute some essential features. This happens under forming
the real images, which are taken from objects with unknown parameters of their
linear movement and rotation w.r.t. the gravity center. This paper proposes
signs invariant to rotation of observable object and to its center shift. The
proposed signs are based on the images moments.

The radial component of object point the motion speed (Vr) leads to the
shift of its image, formed in the SAR by the size proportional to this radial
speed. At the same time, form of the processing system response to the reflected
signal from such point (impulsive system reaction) remains invariable.

It holds Vr = xω for points of space-distributed object in rotation about the
center, where x is the azimuthal point data counted from the center of object
rotation, ω is the angular rotation speed. In connection with it, the image shift
of the target points will be proportional to x-coordinate value. In the whole,
the object image will extend and contract in azimuth depending on rotation
speed direction.

The equation for representation of moving object in discrete form is shown
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in [2]. For the continuous case, we can get the similar dependence

φ(x, y) =

∫

Ak(ξ, y)D(x − βξ)dξ + n(x, y) (6)

where Ak(x, y) is the distribution of complex coefficient reflection of the k-class
object of X and Y axes; D(x) is the impulsive reaction of processing unit with
sinc(x)-form; β = 1 + 2ω is the coefficient considering the object rotation;
n(x, y) is the Gaussian noise.

There is the problem to find the link between the moments of distorted
image (6) and undistorted one considering only signal component in (6). The
equation of distorted image is received by substitution of β = 1 (ω = 0)values
into (6)

Φ0(x, y) =

∫

Ak(ξ, y)D(x− ξ)dξ (7)

It is known that moments are coefficients of the Taylor series expansion of 2D
Fourier spectrum image, i.e.

S(u, ν) =

∞
∑

p=0

∞
∑

q=0

mpq
(iu)p

p!

(iu)q

q!
, (8)

where

S(u, ν) =

∫∫

Φ(x, y)exp[−i(ux + νy)]dxdy (9)

is the image spectrum;

mpq =

∫∫

xpyqΦ(x, y)dxdy (10)

is the image moment of p+ q degree. It is obvious that

mpq = (−1)p+q ∂(p+q)

(∂u)p(∂ν)q
[S(u, ν)]ν=u=0, (11)

and equation for spectrum of undistorted image (7) can be written in the next
form:

S0(u, ν) =

∫∫

Φ0(x, y)exp[−i(ux + νy)]dxdy = SA(u, ν)SD(u), (12)

where SA(u, ν) =
∫∫

Ak(x, y)exp[−i(ux + νy)]dxdy,
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SD =
∫

D(x)exp[−iux]dx. Similarly to distorted image (β 6= 1), we get

S0(u, ν) = SA(βu, ν)SD(u), (13)

since D(x) function has sinc(x) form and its spectrum SD(u) is right-angled.
Therefore, calculating partial derivative in (11), we can consider SD(u) = const.

Using change of variables φ = βu and evident equality (∂u)p = ( 1
β
)p(∂φ)p,

we get the identity

∂(p+q)

(∂u)p(∂ν)q
[S(u, ν)]u=ν=0 = βp ∂(p+q)

(∂φ)p(∂ν)q
[S0(φ, ν)]φ=ν=0 (14)

From (14) and (11) follows
mpq = bpm0

pq, (15)

where m0
pq =

∫∫

xpyqΦ0(x, y)dxdy is the moment of undistorted image of p+ q

degree. With p = 1 from equation (15), we get β =

(

m1q

m0

1q

)

. At the same time,

equation (15) turns into the form

mpq =

(

m1q

m0
1q

)p

m0
1q, (16)

and the identity follows
mpq

(m1q)p
=

m0
pq

(m0
1q)

p
, (17)

which confirms mpq/(m1q)
p independence on the speed rotation of the observ-

able object. Thereby, signs Ipq = mpq/(m1q)
p can be used as invariants to

specific radar image distortion received by the SAR and caused by rotation of
the observable object. It should be noted that moments (10) have essential
fault that complicates their usage. Namely, the moments are not invariant to
the shift object gravity center. Calculation central moments over the radar
image is more preferable [3]

µpq =

∫∫

(x− xp0(y − y0)
qΦ(x, y)dxdy, (18)

where x0 = m10/m00 and y0 = m01/m00 are coordinates of the radar image
gravity center. Using the known ratio

(a− b)n =

n
∑

k=0

Ck
n(−b)k(a)n−k, (19)
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we can get the link between moments (10) and (18)

µpq =

p
∑

n=0

q
∑

k=0

Cn
pC

k
q (−1)n+k (m10)

n(m01)
k

(m00)n+k
mp−n,q−k.

Expressing all the moments of the right part by the formula (15), we get
µpq = βpµ0

pq, where µ0
pq =

∫∫

(x − x00)
p(y − y0)

0
0Φ(x, y)dxdy are the central

moments of the distorted image, x00 = m0
10/m

0
00 and y00 = m0

01/m
0
00 are normal-

ized coordinates of the gravity center.

3. Conclusion

Formula (20) is entirely identical to formula (15). Hence, the ratio Mpq =
Mpq/(µ1q)

p can be used as the classification sign that is invariant to each of the
object shift w.r.t. the radar image center and to specific distortions caused by
the object rotation.
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